Entra-Clean HygienePlus
Prevent the spread of walked in bacteria,
viruses and infectious microorganisms.

COVID-19
Response Range
Products and guidance on managing facilities
during the Coronavirus pandemic in 2020.

NEW

Introduction
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) has become a global pandemic in 2020 and governments, businesses
and members of the public are having to take unprecedented steps to protect themselves
and others. Whilst many countries are easing their lockdowns, normal socialising is strictly
prohibited. Social distancing and contamination control are effective ways to reduce the risk
of the virus spreading. This range of social distancing and hygiene products from Jangro are
designed to help businesses operate efficiently and safely.
Our Passion

Solutions

product is applied first time, the benefits can be felt

situation. It broadly spans loose lay entrance mats and fitted

further down the line – from initial cost savings through

entrance systems, non-slip mats for bar and kitchen areas, to

to reduced cleaning and replacement expense. We have

comfort mats for Reception staff and other personnel.

Floor mats are an often-overlooked item, but if the right

Our product range offers an option for every budget and

expanded and refined a range of dependable products, ideal for
facilities management.

Our Service

Next Day Delivery

available for site survey visits around the UK and Ireland. We

items – please request when placing your order.

will work with you to determine the best product solution for

Standard delivery is 2-3 working days.

Our experienced team of matting experts are free and

We are able to offer next day delivery on stock

your environment, so that your investment is rewarded.

What We Do Differently

Free Sample
Service
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Personal
Customer
Service

www.jangro.net

Localised
Supply

Distributor
Support

Huge Stock
Holding

Next Day
Delivery
Available

Global Reach
Local Service

Site Survey
and Installation
Services
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Orthomat® Social Distancing
Hygimat – Fatigue relief for health

The Issues

Social distancing

Cross-contamination

Visual aids are key to communicate to

There has been a huge campaign of public

visitors and employees your specific

awareness since the pandemic began and so

guidance around social distancing. The UK

everyone is aware the risks posed by physical

government’s guidance on social distancing remains 2 metres

contact with items that may be carrying viruses.

wherever possible. For businesses that can’t operate with 2m

There is perhaps less awareness around viruses and other

such as pubs and hairdressers, we have a range of smaller

germs being transported on people’s footwear between

mats, including directional signs and other instructions around

different buildings and departments.

enhanced hygiene such as hand sanitisation.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, contamination control is

Fatigue

more important now than ever before. Contamination between

One thing that hasn’t changed since the COVID-19

have one thing in common, a doormat. Our range of tack

buildings and rooms occurs at the threshold, and all doorways
pandemic reached the UK, is that key workers
across the country in supermarkets, warehouses,

mats and entrance mats are designed to improve hygiene and
reduce walked in bacteria and other particles.

and manufacturing locations have stoically been
attending work. Issues from standing fatigue and
health ailments caused by prolonged standing haven’t gone
away. We’ve updated two of our key Orthomat® products with
social distancing messaging. And our newer Hygimat product
is an ideal way to bring fatigue relief into hygienic sensitive
locations.

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Contamination Control

NEW

Elimination of bacteria

Cleanliness on a
microbial level

Prevent the spread of walked
in bacteria, viruses and
infectious microorganisms.

Entra-Clean HygienePlus

The washable doormat that actively kills germs
• Removes visible dirt and kills invisible microbes. • HygienePlus means the mat is treated
with the EU-registered biocide, BI-OME registered with OEKO-TEX® an antimicrobial and
virus reducing technology. BI-OME works by effectively killing bacteria when contact is
made with the mat. • Although the treatment is a highly effective antimicrobial agent, it does
not cause any skin irritations. • A new concept in entrance matting. • Improve floor level
hygiene around your business – important whilst fighting Covid-19 and beyond. • More
sustainable – less frequent washing required, and on lower temperatures. • Free of metals.
• Fully machine washable – with no reduction in active cleaning power for the life of the
mat. • Suitable for all facilities, in particular offices, hotels and leisure, retirement homes and
healthcare settings. • Reduces annoying odours caused by bacteria and funghi.
Grey

Colour

Anthracite

Grey

Brown
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Mat Size

Part Code

0.6m x 0.9m

HK780-A

0.8m x 1.2m

HK781-A

0.9m x 1.5m

HK782-A

1.2m x 1.8m

HK783-A

1.2m x 2.4m

HK784-A

0.6m x 0.9m

HK780-GY

0.8m x 1.2m

HK781-GY

0.9m x 1.5m

HK782-GY

1.2m x 1.8m

HK783-GY

1.2m x 2.4m

HK784-GY

0.6m x 0.9m

HK780-BR

0.8m x 1.2m

HK781-BR

0.9m x 1.5m

HK782-BR

1.2m x 1.8m

HK783-BR

1.2m x 2.4m

HK784-BR

www.jangro.net

Anthracite

Brown

Entra-Clean HygienePlus

A Revolution in Floor-Level Cleanliness

first doormat with active germ-killing
technology built-in. A ground-breaking
new antimicrobial treatment makes
this product much more than simply
another entrance mat.

How does the new Entra-Clean Hygiene+ work?

Benefits of a Hygiene+ treated doormat:

Hygiene+ is a game changer. In addition to the high
quality materials and construction, Entra-Clean Hygiene+
is treated with BI-OME, an antimicrobial and virus
reducing technology. Even if you are not actively cleaning,
the doormat remains clean on microbial level and the
technology remains active throughout the lifespan of the mat.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is BI-OME treatment?
BI-OME is a biocide agent that has a durable viral reducing effect
on surfaces such as entrance mats. The treatment with BI-OME
can reduce the viral activity of enveloped viruses in a time span of
2 hours, while the half life (time it takes for 50% of the viruses not to
become infectious) is about 4 hours for untreated surfaces.

Elimination of bacteria
Cleanliness on a microbial level
Reduced odour
Possible reduction of viral activity of enveloped viruses
Less water consumption, less frequent washing required
Energy saving by washing on low temperatures
Does not cause skin irritation
Free of metals
Permanent technology

What happens if the doormat is cleaned or
machine washed?
You can clean Entra-Clean Hygiene+ like any other doormat, you
can even machine wash it. The treatment with BI-OME stays on
the fibres and remains active, this means you can wash it on lower
temperatures to save energy and still have a doormat that is clean
on microbial levels.

BI-OME is a registered and tested treatment
The BI-OME treatment is registered with OEKO-TEX® to
guarantee maximum consumer safety and BPR (PT2, PT7, PT9)
registered with ECHA (European Chemicals Agency).

Other products available with HygienePlus treatment
The new BI-OME treatment technology is also available on our Promomat and
Cosmo doormats. Minimum order quantities apply – please ask for details.

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Contamination Control

HygiWell Disinfectant Foot Bath
Loose lay disinfectant floor mat,
ideal to support COVID-19 protection

• Deep ‘well’ holds liquid disinfectant for effective cleaning of
footwear at entrances. • Made from 100% recycled REACHcompliant PVC material. • Specially designed flexible scrapers
remove dirt and allow footwear to immerse in disinfectant. •
Suitable for any location where hygiene is important such as
farm buildings, abattoirs, and food processing factories. • 1.75
ltr recommended disinfectant volume. • 100% recyclable. • A+
BREEAM rating. • Ramped edges reduce the risk of tripping.

Mat Size
550 mm x 800 mm

Part Code

Weight

Disinfectant

HK750

3.5 kg

up to 1.75 litres

Place on level surface • Fill base with liquid
disinfectant • Step in to scrape and sanitise •
Combine with an absorbent mat to dry
footwear. • Use multiple mats to create a
larger disinfectant area.
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Use in conjunction with a Microfibre mat

Contamination Control

Moisture Control Mat
The perfect walk-off
for Disinfectant Mats
Microfibre Doormat

Washable doormat with super absorbency
and microfibre technology
• Hygienic microfibre technology with flexible, ultra-fine fibres provide
deep-cleaning action. • Effectively penetrates those hard to reach
treads on footwear. Friction from the fibres generates a static charge
that attracts and traps dust/debris. • Effectively penetrates those
hard to reach treads on footwear and wheeled trollies. • Superior
‘brushing and wiping’ with ‘rapid dry’ properties that outperform
cotton. • Luxuriously soft pile that keeps entrances looking smart,
stylish and free from lint. • Environmentally-friendly – does not
require chemical pre-treatment or washing detergents. • Material:
Microfibre • Product Height: 8 mm

Mat Size

Black/Grey

0.9m x 0.6m

HK032-BK

1.5m x 0.9m

HK033-BK

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Contamination Control

First-Step

The first step to contamination control
• A hygienic pad of peel-off, disposable sheets, to protect against
bacteria, mould and mildew. • The ‘tacky’ sheets capture dirt and
dust from footwear and wheeled equipment for contamination
control. • When the top sheet becomes soiled, simply peel off
to reveal a clean layer. • Comes with self-adhesive backing to
keep the mat in place. • Ideal for hospitals, clean rooms, general
industrial environments, and any other area where hygiene is an
important factor. • Product Height: 1.5 mm

Size
0.45 m x 1.17 m (Pack of 4)

White

Clean-Step

Dirt control with a difference
• A pad of ‘tacky’ sheets, with adhesive coating that effectively
attracts and contains walked-in dirt and dust for floor cleanliness.
• Once soiled, each sheet is peeled off and disposed of to reveal
a clean sheet. • Ideal for clean rooms, hospitals, general industrial
environments, and any area where cleanliness and hygiene is
important. • Fixed to a sturdy rigid backing to keep it in place. Also
assists in easy relocation. • Refill pads containing 60 layers are
also available. • Product Height: 6.5 mm
Sizes
0.8 m x 0.6 m (includes one 60 layer pad)

White
HK764

0.8 m x 1.3 m (includes one 60 layer pad)

HK762

HK765

0.6 m x 0.76 m replacement 60 layer pad

HK763

HK766

White
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Blue
HK761

Blue
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White
HK760-W

Blue
HK760-B

Blue

Contamination Control

SafeScreen Pro Service Screen

SafeScreen Pro L-Shape

SafeScreen Pro U-Shape

SafeScreen Pro

Protect employees and customers
from airborne contamination
• Simple to assemble and quick to install, no measuring required
• Provides an effect yet simple barrier against germs spread by
talking, coughing or sneezing. • An economical covid-19 solution
manufactured in the UK. • Strong magnetic fixings combined with
self-adhesive pads provide stability and reliability. • Clear plastic
allows employees to communicate and minimises disruption
• Flexible – shields can be positioned to suit desks of different
shapes and sizes. • Ideal for use in offices, receptions, restaurants,
schools and more. • Screens are 100% recyclable.
SafeScreen Pro U-Shape
Size
650mm high x 850mm length

Description
SafeScreen Pro Front Small

Product
Code
HJ001-S

850mm high x 1800mm length SafeScreen Pro Front Medium

HJ002-M

850mm high x 1800mm length SafeScreen Pro L-Shape Medium

HJ003-M

850mm high x 1800mm length SafeScreen Pro U-Shape Medium

HJ004-M

850mm high x 2600mm length SafeScreen Pro U-Shape Large

HJ004-L

850mm high x 2600mm length SafeScreen Pro L-Shape Large

850mm high x 850mm length

SafeScreen Pro Service Screen

HJ003-L

HJ005

SafeScreen Pro Front

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Business
Being COVID-19 Secure

Many businesses, such as supermarkets, manufacturers

floor tape, floor mats, and signage, is the most effective way to

and logistics providers have remained open throughout the

communicate your rules when there may not be a member of

pandemic to serve key workers and key industries, and therefore

staff available. Mats are great because they can be picked up and

have had to learn how to mitigate risk and meet government

moved around.

recommendations around health and safety as they go. Other
industries such as hospitality and retail, having been closed for
several months, are also now determining what their ‘new normal’
will look like. In either case we are in unchartered territory for most
people, and are learning as we go.

Enforcing Social Distancing

Reducing cross-contamination
Most responsible people now know to wash or sanitise their
hands, not touch their face, and not touch things they don’t need
to. However, in nearly all businesses there is a level of human
interaction required to communicate. SafeScreen Pro offers a
clear barrier that can protect people at their desk or reception.

Whether it’s general messaging at the door, one way systems,

Also, simply moving around a building or site also presents the

or reminders to stay hygienic, businesses are thinking about

hidden danger of contamination from footwear. Viruses fall to

how people move around their workplaces in more detail than

the floor and can be tracked around by people walking. With a

ever before. Every business and every building will have its own

disinfectant mat at key thresholds this form of contamination can

specific needs, but using frequent visual reminders such as

be stopped dead.

SitePath Branded

Create high visibility walkways with your own messaging
• A lightweight matting for easy deployment on construction or
factory sites. with printed branding or signage graphics. • Flexible
material can be laid onto uneven surfaces. • Diamond pattern top
surface. • Yellow colour ensures walkways are easily visible. •
Graphics are printed to the mat’s surface using a UV curing process,
providing superior colour reproduction and durability. •Easily
cleaned with a jet washer or hose. • Supplied in long rolls for easy
installation. • Can be laid loose or adhered to the floor. • Low profile
reduces trip potential. • Material: PVC • Product Height: 2 mm

10
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Sizes

Yellow

1 m x 10 m
1mx5m

HK770
HK771

Social Distancing

Social Distancing & Sign Mats

Floor mats to promote health and hygiene awareness
including social distancing
• Communicate hygiene and social distancing rules to your staff or
customers to limit the spread of Coronavirus. • Ideal for all public
buildings including retail, hospitality, healthcare, supermarkets, and
offices. • A cost effective and durable way to demonstrate that your
business is ‘COVID-19 Secure.’ • No more expensive floor stickers
but can be relocated and washed with ease. • Low profile borders
to reduce the risk of trips. • Printed digitally for superb colour
reproduction and definition. • Machine washable at 30ºC.
• Product Weight: 3 kg. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Mat Size

Part Number

Colour

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Please Wait Here (Pack of 2)

HK823

Blue

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Footprints (Pack of 2)

HK824

Black/Blue

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Please Respect Distancing Landscape (Pack of 2)

HK825-L

Black/Blue

0.95 m x 0.6 m - Please Respect Distancing Portrait (Pack of 2)

HK825-P

Black/Blue

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Please Wash Hands (Pack of 2)

HK826

Blue

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Please Sanitise Hands (Pack of 2)

HK827

Blue

0.95 m x 0.6 m - Please Respect & Wait (Pack of 2)

HK828

Blue

0.6 m x 0.95 m - Stop Keep Your Distance (Pack of 2)

HK829

Black/Red

0.6 m x 0.95 m - One Way Arrow (Pack of 2)

HK830

Black/Blue

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Social Distancing

Social Distancing Floor Mats

Loose lay floor mats to promote social distancing
available in standard and bespoke designs and sizes
• Communicate social distancing rules to your staff or customers to
reduce coronavirus spread. • Ideal for all public buildings including
hospitals, supermarkets, offices. • Cost effective and durable way
to demonstrate that you take health and safety seriously. • Printed
digitally for superb colour reproduction and definition. • Low profile
borders to reduce the risk of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. •
Mats stay in place thanks to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated
and washed unlike floor stickers. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Red

Blue

0.65 m x 2 m - People

Mat Size

HK821-R

HK821-B

0.65 m x 2 m - Footprints

HK822-R

HK822-B

Bespoke sizes available

HK820

Double Sided Tape

Clear

50 mm x 50 m

HK622

KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE

2m

STOP!

KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE

2m

STOP!
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KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE

STOP!

Social Distancing

Social Distancing

Branded Social Distancing Floor Mats
Branded floor mats to promote social distancing
available in standard and bespoke sizes

• Communicate social distancing rules to your staff or customers
to reduce coronavirus spread. • Mats can be designed to include
your logo and match your brand guidelines – creating a better
experience for staff and customers. • Cost effective and durable
way to demonstrate your commitment to health and safety. • Printed
digitally for superb colour reproduction and definition. • Low profile
borders to reduce the risk of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. •
Mats stay in place thanks to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated
and washed unlike floor stickers. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Please ask us for more information

KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE

STOP!

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Education
Being COVID-19 Secure

With schools already reopen for some pupils and more due to return soon, social distancing
rules will need to be followed for the safety of the children, their teachers, and the community.
This is a big challenge for school staff, especially those in early years education.

The unprecedented circumstances we find ourselves in are a
challenge for everyone. Even more for all those in schools and
nurseries, as it is vital to communicate the importance of staying
apart to children in addition to the pressures of the regular
curriculum.

We all know the saying – a picture paints a thousand words. And
it is true, particularly when it comes to remembering advice when
surrounded by distractions.

A lot of adults struggle with the advice given by scientists and
the government and are not always sure what is the best way
to deal with a situation. So how can young people be expected
to understand and cope with this in order to be kept as safe as
possible?

This starts with easy to apply and highly visible segmentation in
drop off zones and in the playground, which can be achieved by
using self-adhesive tapes or line making paint to highlight spaces
for different groups and distances that should be kept in different
colours.

It is not only the classroom and the playground but also drop off
and pick up times, lunch, and the handling of equipment has to
be taken into consideration.

Hygiene and distancing
New routines have to be established, washing hands more often,
disinfecting surfaces and children not sitting or standing as close
to their friends as they might like. This is a very big ask for all
young people. Smaller children may struggle to understand the
seriousness of the situation, and teenagers, who by nature are
more likely to test rules and boundaries.

14

Visuals help understanding and retention
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Social distancing help for little people
Clear and easy to understand messaging is provided with our
social distancing mats especially designed for schools, colleges
and universities. They are easy to lay out, stay in place but can
be relocated with ease. The social distancing floor mats can be
machine washed to keep their appealing look and their important
message visible over time, unlike than floor stickers that may
deteriorate and need to be replaced after time. For small children
we have smaller mats with cute animal motives to mark areas of
personal play space in nursery or classrooms.

Social Distancing

Social Distancing

Social Distancing Floor Mats for Schools
Loose lay floor mats to promote social
distancing in education

• Communicate social distancing rules to your pupils to reduce
risk of coronavirus spread. • Ideal for schools, colleges, and
universities. • Cost effective and durable way to demonstrate social
distancing measures. • Available in 2m long mats or packs of 8 and
16 scatter mats for classrooms. • Printed digitally for superb colour
reproduction and definition. • Low profile borders to reduce the risk
of trips. • Machine washable at 30ºC. • Mats stay in place thanks
to vinyl backing, but can also be relocated and washed unlike floor
stickers. • Product Height: 6 mm.

Mat Size
0.65 m x 2 m - Thank you

Part Number

Colour

HK831

Blue/Orange

0.65 m x 2 m - People

HK832

Grey/Green

400mm x 400mm (Pack of 8)

HK833

Woodland Animals

Double Sided Tape

Clear

50 mm x 50 m

HK622

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Social Distancing

COBAtape for Social Distancing

Clearly define areas to promote social distancing
with floor tape
• Communicate social distancing rules to your staff or customers to
reduce coronavirus spread. • Ideal for all public buildings including
hospitals, supermarkets, and offices, as well as factories and
industrial settings. • Cost effective and durable way to demonstrate
that you take health and safety seriously. • Self-adhesive backed
vinyl floor tape quickly marks lines on floors. • Available in a number
of colours, with plain and hazard striped options available to
increase visibility further. • For pedestrian use only. • Clean surface
prior to adhesion.
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Size

Part Code

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-BK

Colour
Black

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-BY

Black/Yellow

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-B

Blue

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-R

Red

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-G

Green
Yellow

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-Y

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-W

White

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-WR

White/Red

50 mm x 33 m

HK261-WG

White/Green

Social Distancing

Temporary Line Marking Paint

Removable fast-drying line marking paint to
promote social distancing in playgrounds
• Rapidly dries in less than 5 minutes. • Can be easily removed with
water and a brush, or it will gradually weather away in 4 to 6 weeks.
• CFC free aerosol can for quick application of highly visible lines
and marks. • Available in a wide variety of colours; black, blue, red,
green, yellow, white and orange.

Temporary
750 ml (6 pack)

Black
HK703-BK

Blue
HK703-B

Red
HK703-R

Green
HK703-G

Yellow
HK703-Y

White
HK703-W

Orange
HK703-O

Paint Applicator

A fast and accurate solution to applying line marking paint
• Makes marking lines, curves and shapes easy. • Use with one of
our aerosol paints for easy and accurate markings. • A handheld
and wheeled version is available, with extra capacity available on the
wheeled version.
Applicators
4 Wheel Applicator
4 Wheel Applicator - 2 Cans
Handheld Applicator

Part Code
HK701
HK701-2
HK700

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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Anti-Fatigue

Orthomat® Social Distancing Mats

Reduce standing fatigue and highlight social distancing
• Reduce strain and tiredness from standing with these comfortable
foam mats. • Keep employees safe by communicating social
distancing rules clearly. • Premium option has two layers for
extended comfort and durability, and is suitable when workers are
moving and turning more frequently. • Insulate standing workers
against the impact of concrete floors. • Lightweight, so easy to
transport and reposition. • Best suited to dry environments. •
Textured surface provides attractive appearance. • Tapered edges
to reduce trip hazards. • Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1.

Type

Product Height

Colour

0.9m x 1.5m

Mat Size

Orthomat® Standard

9.5mm

Black/Blue

HK397

0.9m x 1.5m

Orthomat® Premium

12.5mm

Black/Blue

HK439-BK

Orthomat® Standard
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Orthomat® Premium

Product Code

Anti-Fatigue

Hygimat

A revolutionary hygienic anti-fatigue mat
• Improve feeling of comfort and energy whilst standing at work. •
Ideal for any workplace where hygiene is important e.g. healthcare,
food manufacturing, catering, hospitality, clean rooms or food retail.
• Made from a revolutionary ‘gel foam’ material that combines the
best in durability and comfort. • Material also has anti-microbial
properties • Closed cell construction means that no liquids can
penetrate the mat and reduce performance. • Version with holes is
ideal for wet workplaces in need of drainage. • Oil resistant. • Easily
cleaned – can be cleaned with detergent or can be steam sterilised.
• Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 and slip tested to DIN 51130. •
Material: Rubberised Gel Foam • Product Height: 17 mm ±1 mm

Sizes

Black

0.6 m x 0.9 m (Solid surface)

HK751

0.9 m x 1.5 m (Solid surface)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (Solid surface)
0.6 m x 0.9 m (With holes)
0.9 m x 1.5 m (With holes)
0.9 m x 1.8 m (With holes)

HK752
HK753
HK754
HK755
HK756

To discuss your requirements please contact your local Jangro distributor
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To discuss your requirements
please contact your local
Jangro distributor
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